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Quilting is Brigitte's textile starting point. The method influences her sense of
aesthetics and defines her way of working with fabric. The elaborate completion of a
quilt literally stands for "life stories", which often is pointed out when examining
antique American quilts. Depicting deep meaning in works that are created by a
multitude of connected textile pieces is Brigitte's intention. "A perfect means of
expression", says the textile artist from the Netherlands, who lives in Amsterdam and
Albstadt, Germany.
On the one hand, Brigitte's conscious intention is to pay respect to the traditional
technique of quilt artisan work. Simultaneously her quilts are her very personal
reflections of "multi-layered, varied and splashy worlds of ideas". Her private thoughts
are transmitted in a kind of subconscious, compulsive textile gesture. Brigitte dyes her
fabrics in order to give the works her own signature. To gain new insights and
expressions she also experiments with foreign materials and unknown techniques.
Brigitte feels that her American quilting-tutors, especially Nancy Crow, have furthered
her knowledge in "understanding quilts".
Brigitte's talk on textile art, role models and inspirations will be in German.
Workshop-talks are non-conform, laid-back events in a creative studio-atmosphere. If
needed, Nanna will gladly assist with a simultaneous English-interpretation. There is
ample time for Q& A and net-working.
The entrance fee of ?10 includes a drink, snacks and the talk. Please sign up by
paying the fee per Paypal. Registration by email to info@nannatextiles.de is also
possible. The door to the studio-workshop opens at 6:15 pm. Everyone is most
welcome, also short-notice quilt-fans.
Please click on the blue Logo at the bottom right if you want to read more about the
AMERICAN DAYS or if you want to check on other events during the two-week culture
festival.
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